**ADS-B – UAVIONIX**

**KING KGX 150R ADS-B UAT RECEIVER**

ADS-B Receiver with optional WIFI, best optimized for those who fly above and below 18,000 feet or want to replace their existing transponder with the KT 74 1090 extended squitter transponder. Also includes an integrated ADS-B OUT Compliant WAAS GPS. The KGX 150R provides the ADS-B traffic and weather services to non-certified wireless tablet or certified compatible panel display. No external controller is needed.

Kgx150r .................. P/N 11-15381..............$2,595.00
KTT4/KGX150R Package ............ P/N 11-15380 ..............$6,520.00

**STRATUX PORTABLE ADS-B IN GPS**

If you're a pilot, chances are good that you've heard about ADS-B. You probably know that an ADS-B receiver can make flying safer and more efficient by providing real-time weather, traffic, TFRs, and other flight data directly to your iPad, smartphone, or tablet. You probably also know that most of the ADS-B receivers on the market are quite expensive. Stratux RXWX is shipped fully assembled, just power it up and fly.

P/N 11-15474 .................$169.00

**LEVIL BEACON ADS-B OUT WITH GPS**

It allows pilots to broadcast their position to both ground stations and other aircraft around, making aviation safer. Allows EA pilots to have an all-in-one solution that eliminates the need to upgrade avionics. Available to consumers at a lower price than any existing solution in the market today. Minimized installation time and cost with an integrated circuit board, altimeter encoder, WAAS GPS, and wireless sniffer. Combining low cost, easy installation, and practicality make the Beacon one of the top competitors in the ADS-B market.

With GPS ...................... P/N 11-15313.......$1,315.00

**UAVIONIX SKYFYX-EXT GPS ALL-IN-ONE RECEIVER AND ANTENNA**

SkyFYX is the most affordable ADS-B rule-compliant position source companion for the echoUAT ADS-B transceiver. It provides reliable navigation in challenging environments. SkyFYX combines a high precision WAAS GNSS sensor with an integrated RAIM processor. Resilient against jamming, spoofing and GPS range errors—SkyFYX provides reliable navigation in challenging environments. For use in Experimental Aircraft. For use in Experim ental and LSA aircraft.

P/N 11-15210 .................$1,399.00
Remote Mount ............... P/N 11-15209 ..............$1,450.00

**UAVIONIX SKYFYX GPS SOURCE REMOTE MOUNT RECEIVER**

SkyFYX combines a high precision WAAS GNSS sensor with an integrated RAIM processor. Resilient against jamming, spoofing and GPS range errors—SkyFYX provides reliable navigation in challenging environments. For use in Experimental and LSA aircraft.

P/N 11-15206 .................$548.00

**UAVIONIX SKYBEACON INTEGRATED WINGTIP ADS-B OUT SYSTEM**

SkyBeacon is a 2020 compliant, near zero-install, Class B1S ADS-B UAT transmitter integrated into a wing tip position light for experimental aircraft. An internal wireless monitor decodes replies from legacy Mode C transponders. Integrated uAvionix FYX WAAS GPS. 14 CFR §91.227 compliant. For use in Experimental Aircraft Only.

P/N 11-15515 ...................$1,499.00

**UAVIONIX ECHOUAT ADS-B OUT TRANSCEIVER**

Traffic | Weather | 2020 Compliant ADS-B Out. echoUAT is a remotely mounted ADS-B transceiver that provides 2020 compliance, traffic and weather to your EFIS and iPad for the same cost as ADS-B receive-only solutions. For use in Light Sport and Experimental Aircraft. While other companies are looking to cash in on the ADS-B mandate by selling you a new transponder and WAAS GPS, uAvionix is taking a different approach. echoUAT works with your existing avionics, allowing you to put your savings in the fuel tank and fly more. Keep your Mode C transponder (already have a KT76A, Narco, Garmin Mode C, Apollo, Becker, Funkwerk, Micoair or Terra? With the echoUAT wireless transponder monitor, there is no need to replace your existing transponder.) Use your existing WAAS GPS Traffic and Weather to your existing supported EFIS. Support for popular iPad and Android Apps.

P/N 11-15205 .................$999.00

**UAVIONIX BUNDLE ECHOUAT WITH SKYFYX-EXT ALL-IN-ONE RECEIVER**

The echoUAT is a Class B1S ADS-B UAT transmitter coupled with a dual-link 1090MHz / UAT receiver. An integrated Wi-Fi system transmits traffic and weather to popular Electronic Flight-Bag (EFB) applications on iOS and Android, including ForeFlight Mobile. Direct interface support for common EFIS systems such as Dynon SkyView, GRT and MGL. A zero-install, internal wireless monitor decodes replies from legacy Mode C transponders for maximum retro-fit capability. Extensive position source compatibility, including the uAvionix SkyFYX GPS. The echoUAT meets the performance requirements of 14 CFR 91.227. SkyFYX combines a high precision WAAS GNSS sensor with an integrated RAIM processor. For use in Experimental Aircraft. For use in Experimental and LSA aircraft.

All in One .................... P/N 11-15520 ..............$3,399.00
Remote Mount ............... P/N 11-15520 ..............$1,450.00
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